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ABSTRACT 
 

The piano etude is a musical genre that has evolved since the 18th century from a 

work composed to develop technique into a full-fledged concert piece. The genre has 

continued to pose a challenge for the composer who attempts to combine the utility of 

a technical exercise with musical invention equivalent to other genres in the concert 

repertoire. 

Falko Steinbach composed his first set of piano etudes, entitled “Figures,” 17 

Choreographic Etudes, in 2006. This major work is comprised of 17 pieces, which 

explore all the physical components of successful pianism. These components are 

outlined in his book A Compendium on Piano Technique. The book also explores 

psychological disciplines, which can assist the pianist in overcoming technical 

difficulties, both in practice and performance. 

This document will consist of an analysis of both “Figures” and A Compendium. 

It will address the issue of “Figures” as both a didactic work and a work of art in the 

tradition of the Chopin etudes. It will also discuss how Steinbach synthesizes aspects 

of both physiological and mental learning disciplines to create a technical approach to 

the piano that directly impacts both sound and movement. 

 



CHAPTER I 

 INTRODUCTION 

 

Piano etudes have been written since the 18th century. From Carl Czerny, the 

composer who composed literally hundreds of piano etudes, to Frédéric Chopin, 

the first composer to present piano etudes as concert repertoire, etudes have 

become a linchpin of piano study.1 The genre has also continued to pose a 

challenge for the composer who attempts to combine the utility of a technical 

exercise with musical invention equivalent to other genres in the concert program.  

Falko Steinbach composed his first set of piano etudes, entitled “Figures,” 

17 Choreographic Etudes, in 2006. This major work is comprised of 17 pieces, 

which explore all the physical components of successful pianism. These 

components are outlined in his book A Compendium on Piano Technique. The 

book also explores psychological disciplines, which can assist the pianist in 

overcoming technical difficulties, both in practice and performance. Like the 

Chopin etudes, which do not include commentary by the composer concerning 

their didactic worth, there is nothing in the score of “Figures” which defines the 

                                     
1 Marienne Uszler, Stewart Gordon, Scott McBride Smith. The Well-Tempered 
Keyboard Teacher (Schirmer Books, 2000), 282. 
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unusual term “choreographic etude” or even mentions Steinbach’s extensive 

exploration of piano technique as outlined in his book.  
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CHAPTER II 

FALKO STEINBACH’S LIFE AND MUSIC 

 

A. Biographical and Educational Background 

Pianist Falko Steinbach (b. 1957) was born in Aachen, Germany. He made 

his concert debut at the age of twelve and received first prize in the “Jugend 

Musiziert” piano competition in Bergisch-Gladbach when he was 17. Shortly after 

this competition, he began his studies at Musikhochschule Köln (Music 

Conservatory of Cologne) and studied with Professor Tiny Wirtz. He graduated 

magna cum laude and completed his solo doctorate degree. In 1986, he received a 

scholarship from the Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst (German 

Academic Exchange Service- “DAAD”) and pursued advanced studies in solo 

performance at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London with Craig 

Sheppard. Falko Steinbach has taken master classes in Switzerland, Austria, 

England and Germany, where he worked with Professor Tatjana Nikolajewa and 

Peter Feuchtwanger in solo playing, and lied accompaniment with Dietrich 

Fischer-Dieskau. 

Currently an active performer, he has participates in various international 
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festivals and receives regular invitations to concertize in Germany, England, 

France, Switzerland, Denmark, Portugal and Austria. He has produced numerous 

compact disc, radio, video and television recordings. In 1997, he became head of 

the keyboard area at the University of Cologne. In August 1999, Steinbach 

became head of the piano area in the music department at the University of New 

Mexico in Albuquerque, where he is an Associate Professor of Music. 

Falko Steinbach’s repertory ranges from Bach to contemporary classical 

music. For several years he was chair of “Klang Koeln,” an association for 

contemporary music in Germany. Because he is extremely interested in new 

music, he frequently presents new works to audiences in lecture concerts. He has 

premiered numerous contemporary works, some of which have been dedicated to 

him. Among the composers represented in Steinbach’s contemporary repertoire 

are Pual Dessau, Thomas Reiner, Stefan Thomas, Kurt Schwaen, Oliver Trötschel, 

Tilo Medek, M.C.Redel, Chris Shultis and others. Falko Steinbach has also 

composed many works for piano, chamber music, and music for voice, choirs and 

ensembles.  

Falko Steinbach started composing at the age of seven. He began writing 

short pieces such as minuets for piano in the style of Mozart, and by age 12 he 
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composed his first three-movement sonata for violin and piano under the 

supervision of Manfred Klink, his schoolteacher. At the age of 17 he turned to 

sacred music, composing masses for youth church choirs. His masses Neuland, 

Blue Mass, and Beatles’ Mass have been performed almost one hundred times. 

As part of his work in “Klang Koeln,” he supported many young composers 

by performing and recording their pieces for piano. He also produced concerts 

that created opportunities for a wide variety of ensembles and soloists to present 

their works. He was Artistic Director of the 2001 Tage Neuer Musik in Brauweiler, 

a festival for contemporary music in Germany that has featured many well-known 

composers, including Mauricio Kagel, Sofia Gubaidulina, Karlheinz Stockhausen 

and John Cage. 

Steinbach composed Agnes Mass (2001) for five choirs, seven trombones, 

two organs, two percussionists, church bells, four recorders, soprano and speaker, 

for the centennial celebration of Agnes Church in Cologne. Each performance 

drew an audience of 1,500 listeners, which encouraged him to concentrate more 

on composition. Steinbach’s Thomas Mass, Psalm 27, Spero Lucem for organ and 

soprano, and Agnes Mass were all recorded on CD and broadcast in Germany. 

Since that time he has composed regularly and these new works have been 
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performed and broadcast in Germany, Italy, France, Malaysia, Taiwan and the 

USA.  

On December 7, 2006 he performed the world premiere of his new work 

“Figures,” 17 Choreographic Etudes for Piano in Keller Hall at the University of 

New Mexico. It is a major work for piano, lasting about an hour if all of the 

etudes are performed. The techniques necessary are all derived from Steinbach’s 

book, A Compendium on Piano Technique, which was published in Köln in 2007. 

 

B. Musical Characteristics and Style 

After studying theory and composition with Georg Kroell (Cologne), Prof. 

Manfred Reiter, and Prof. Roland Loebner, Falko Steinbach composed his first 

serious work, Suite for Piano (1982), in dodecaphonic style. Since that time he 

has continued developing his autodidactic style using 12-tone elements, rational 

systems, and jazz influenced patterns. His oeuvre encompasses numerous major 

cycles for chorus, chamber music, piano ensembles and piano solo. 

In the CD Six Take, New Music for Piano, six contemporary composers, 

including Steinbach, present German Neue Musik- New Music.2 Steinbach’s 

                                     
2 Falko Steinbach. Six take, Slapstick-Variationen f�r zwei Klaviere (Ambitus 
Musikproduktion 97887-CD) 
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two-piano piece, Slapstick-Variations (1994), blends jazz and blues harmonies in 

traditional musical forms, including variation, rondo, and fugue. 

Slapstick-Variations also combines tonal, 12-tone, and atonal elements. 

Recently, Steinbach has centered most of his compositional energies on his 

piano etudes. His thirty years of teaching and performing experiences has allowed 

him to construct technical aspects for different levels of piano playing in these 

works. There are three sets of piano etudes; each set contains 17 etudes. The first 

set of piano etudes, Finger-Paintings, is for beginning piano students. Moving is 

for intermediate level performers. The last set, “Figures”- 17 Choreographic 

Etudes, is for advanced pianists. All three sets contain some 12-tone 

compositional techniques, atonality, odd meter changes, and strict rules for 

fingerings. Steinbach also includes numerous score indications to assist in 

performing these works. Steinbach will conclude the project in the near future 

with two more etudes: Mirrorvisions and Etude 53.3 

                                     
3 Falko Steinbach. Figures, 17 Choreographic Etudes for Piano (Verlag Edmund 
Bieler), VI. 
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CHAPTER III  

HISTORY OF PIANO ETUDES 

 

A. The Origins of The Piano Etude 

The musical term “etude” was loosely used before the 19th century (Fr. étude; 

Ger. Etüde; Studie; It. Studio).4 Pianist/composer Carl Czerny is acknowledged 

as one of the first to use the term as a title for a musical work. Generally, an 

“etude” was written primarily as an exercise to help develop and demonstrate 

technical virtuosity.  

If Hummel was the great theoretician, Czerny was the great man of 
practice; a quite unique person, the hero of all piano-teachers, whose 
practical eye runs equally over all the possibilities of playing, and works 
them out in separate part; the genius of the Étude….He transfers 
mechanics to music.5 

Although the title “etude” was rarely used in early piano music, there were still 

many composers who wrote numerous etude-like works for pedagogic purposes. 

Both of the terms “etude” and “treatise” were used at that time, with etude 

referring to the piece and treatise referring to the methods. 

The first important treatise, written by Girolamo Diruta, was titled Il 

                                     
4 New Grove Ditcionary. 
5 Oscar Bie, A History of The Pianoforte and Pianoforte Players (J.M.Dent and 
Company, 1899), 188-189. 
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transilvano (1593) and was conceived for the harpsichord and the clavichord. 

Among other important issues, this treatise differentiated between the styles of 

harpsichord and organ performance and addresses subjects like keyboard 

technique, transposition, counterpoint and organ stops. In the Baroque period, 

Francois Couperin wrote L’art de toucher le clavecin (The Art of Playing the 

Harpsichord, 1716). The work contains instruction on approaching the instrument, 

ornamentation, and suggestions for fingerings. 

Perhaps the most influential treatise of the late 18th century and early 19th 

century was Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen (Essay on the True 

Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, 1753) by C.P.E. Bach. It was an important 

treatise and model for composers such as Beethoven and Czerny.  

Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments combines a number 

of different elements of musical instruction. Part One of the work addresses 

technical considerations, mainly for performance practices. Part Two is primarily 

theoretical, dealing with concepts of intervals and improvisation. C.P.E. Bach is 

particularly concerned that the left hand is able to be independent and flexible in 

order to support the harmonic structure. He suggests slow practice, careful 

attention to fingering, and learning the music first without any ornamentation. 
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B. Nineteenth Century Piano Etudes 

In the classical period, interest in playing the piano as a performance 

instrument increased. This coincides with the composition of numerous piano 

studies for developing technique. Muzio Clementi (1752-1832) and Johann Baptist 

Cramer (1771-1858) are two of the most influential piano etude composers in the 

classical period. Clementi is considered to be the first to compose keyboard works 

that took into account the different techniques necessary for the pianoforte. Two of 

Clementi’s method books of particular note are his Introduction to the Art of 

Playing the Pianoforte (1801) and Gradus ad Parnassum. Gradus ad Parnassum 

is a set of 100 etudes, which were published in three volumes over the period 

between 1817 and 1826. 

Carl Czerny contributed many collections of etudes, including, School of 

Velocity, op. 299, School of Extemporaneous Performance, op. 300, School of 

Legato and Staccato, op.335, School of the Left Hand, op. 399, Studies Exploiting 

the Prevailing Salon, Bravura and Characteristic Styles, op. 400, and 50 Lessons 

for Beginners, op. 481. These etudes are still popular today, mainly because they 

are well organized in addressing technical problems. However, most of the etudes 
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are not musically interesting enough for public performance.  

Piano etudes began to develop into performance-level pieces through the 

efforts of Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847), Robert Schumann (1810-1856), 

Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849), Franz Liszt (1811-1886), Charles-Valentin Alkan 

(1813-1888), and Camille Saint-Saëns (1847-1907). Sufficiently different from 

Czerny etudes, the concert etudes written by these pianists/composers concentrate 

on musical interest and virtuoso style. They were able to advance the etude from a 

technical tool to an effective musical genre acceptable for performance by the 

greatest artists of that time. 

 

C. Twentieth Century Piano Etudes 

In the 20th century, many piano etudes explored unusual techniques or 

exhibited characteristics of a composer’s individual style. For example, Claude 

Debussy (1862-1918), composed a set of twelve piano etudes, which were greatly 

influenced by composers such as Couperin and Chopin. 

These deliberations reveal a great deal about how Debussy wanted his 
etudes to be perceived and, by extension, how he wanted to be located in 
the history of the genre. By drawing on both composers, he traces his 
desired lineage through the history of “French” pianism, with Couperin 
representing the eighteenth century, Chopin the nineteenth, and 
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presumably himself as heir apparent in the twentieth century.6 

Debussy disregarded the traditional tonal system in these twelve etudes. As 

examples, his Pour les quartes is entirely based on fourths, and Pour les Notes 

répétées features prominent usage of whole-tone scale elements.7 His new 

approach to a non-functional harmony created a unique artistic phenomenon in 

the history of the piano etude at the beginning of 20th century. Other 20th Century 

contributors to the genre are the Hungarian composer Béla Bartók (1881-1945), 

who wrote three etudes Op. 18 (1918) using Hungarian folk-tune elements with 

percussion-like rhythms, and Russian composer Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) 

wrote four etudes Op. 7 (1908), with polytonality and chromaticism included in 

the harmonic language.  

Over the last century, there have been several composers who have produced 

sets of piano etudes. Austrian composer György Sándor Ligeti (1923-2006) wrote 

Études pour piano, Books 1, 2, 3. These etudes incorporate various contrasting 

styles, blending together avant-garde, traditional, atonal and non-tonal concepts. 

The etudes have a very rich harmonic structure and feature percussive rhythmic 

effects. American composer William Bolcom (1938- ) wrote two sets of piano 

                                     
6 Marianne Wheeldon. Debussy’s Late Style (Indiana University Press, 2009), 55. 
7 Reginald R. Gerig. Famous Pianists and Their Technique (Indiana University Press), 
322. 
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etudes, Twelve Etudes for Piano (1971) and Twelve New Etudes for Piano (1988), 

exploring new techniques. These composers represent the spirit of contemporary 

musical concepts in terms of atonality, rhythmic complexity, and extended 

techniques.8  

                                     
8 Jungwon Moon. The etude for piano in the United States of America in the second 
half of the 20th century (Boston University, 1999). 
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CHAPTER IV 

A COMPENDIUM OF PIANO TECHNIQUE 

 

A Compendium of Piano Technique was first published in German in 1996, 

with the English version appearing in 2007.9 Falko Steinbach subtitles this book 

“Exercises and ideas for attaining a comprehensive, versatile and individual piano 

technique on your own.” The ideas presented in this book are applicable to many 

aspects of piano playing and suitable for all levels of pianists. Steinbach focuses 

on piano technique in ten chapters, discussing relevant anatomical usage, but 

going beyond the simple mechanistic approach by emphasizing the direct 

correspondence between technique and sound production.  

A Compendium of Piano Technique is accompanied by a supplementary 

volume containing exercises and practical explanations. These Basic Exercises 

found in the Compendium explore Sitting Position, Weight-Support, Basic Hand 

Position, and Sleeping Fingers, his term to describe the combination of finger 

relaxation and weight support by the shoulder and arm. 

The chapter on Finger Exercises includes an explanation of seven different 

                                     
9 Falko Steinbach. A Compendium of Piano Technique (Verlag Edmund Bieler). 
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movements exploring weight transfer as well as practical exercises, which he 

describes as: Four-Function-Exercises; Finger Throw; Finger Pluck; Finger Push; 

Finger Circles; and Finger Knuckle Exercises. 

The chapter on Arm Exercises is intended to help pianists use weight 

properly. With fixed fingers pressing down the keys, Steinbach presents the 

concept of Arm Vibration and Arm Pull, combining movements of the shoulder, 

arm, and wrist into a single process, making the concept of arm weight, which is 

essential to the production of sound, more comprehensible. 

Finally, Steinbach explores the production of Clusters, a frequently used 

avant-garde piano technique, by examining gestures involving the hand and palm, 

as well as the fist and lower arm.   

 

A. Influences 

In his A Compendium on Piano Technique, Steinbach writes that both his 

etudes and technical exercises require the pianist to choose both the desired 

movement and sound.10 His ideas suggest Edwin Gordon’s theory of audiation. 

In this theory, Gordon postulates that one has merely to hear the musical quality 

                                     
10 Falko Steinbach. A Compendium of Piano Technique (Verlag Edmund Bieler, 
2007), 11. 
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of sound to know what physical movements will generate them.11 Steinbach also 

emphasizes that regular breathing when playing is one of the most important 

basic points in establishing technique.12 This concept is one of the tenets of 

Alexander Technique, in which good breathing is considered to be a fundamental 

exploration for musicians.13  

Edwin Gordon (1927- ), a professor at the University of South Carolina, is 

one of the major figures in the field of music education. His lifetime of research 

has led to an extensive investigation of musical aptitude. His theory of audiation14 

applies to early childhood music education, an innovative approach to music 

theory learning, and a comprehensive analysis of rhythm. Audiation is the music 

we hear in the mind’s ear as distinct from realizing notation; it is the phenomenon 

of hearing and understanding music even when no physical sound is present. 

Gordon’s experimental work with the brain and the subconscious supports the 

premise behind Falko Steinbach’s “Figures.” A seasoned performer knows there 

are important aspects of musical sound that cannot be notated adequately beyond 

                                     
11 Edwin E. Gordon. Preparatory Audiation, Audiation, and Music Learning Theory 
(GIA Publications, Inc., 2001), 4-5. 
12 Steinbach. A Compendium of Piano Technique, 12. 
13 Elizabeth Andrews. Muscle Management For Musicians (The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 
2005), 30-31. 
14 Edwin Gordon. Learning Sequences in Music: Skill, Content, and Pattern. (GIA 
Publication, 1997). 
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pitch, duration, dynamic and articulation, and that spatial considerations as well as 

movement can impact music. In these 17 Choreographic Etudes, Steinbach 

transfers the choreographic idea into a study of body movements, hand figures, 

and a new and different way to approach the keyboard. 

In his book of lectures, Ernst Bloch (1880-1959), the American composer, 

argues in his “Essay on the Philosophy of Music” that the composer must be 

self-aware. He examines compositions from different time periods and concludes 

that compositional genius emerges from creating something new that still 

connects to previous history, and in the long run, to the very first human acts of 

song and dance.  

He states:  

This is because music is permeated – not only in the self-evident technical 
skill, but also in the strength of the personal expression- by a single stream of 
equal-ranking figures. This stream remains unaffected by any rise and fall15. 

For Ernst Bloch, the history of music is a stream. Composers such as Bach, 

Beethoven, Wagner and Bloch himself, all are feeding into the stream at various 

points, each producing great music and making an indelible impression on their 

contemporaries. This simple analogy depicts composers throughout history 

continually drawing on what has preceded them, and at the same time, their 
                                     
15 Ernst Bloch. Essays on the philosophy of music. Translated by Peter Palmer 
(Cambridge University Press, 1985), 11. 
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contributions leading to the ideas of others. Bloch’s philosophy of music therefore 

is grounded in his belief that all music is the product of the same original and 

therefore simple ideas, which are the spirit of music itself.16   

In the same vein, Steinbach’s technical philosophy behind “Figures” is 

rooted in the concept of simplicity of body movements. To this idea, the detailed 

fingerings included in the etudes are chosen in order to use the most natural hand 

position, which in turn affects body movement17. The concept appears in the work 

of a number of historically significant piano pedagogues. One of the great 

teachers of the romantic period, Ludwig Deppe is considered the father of the 

concept of weight technique.18 Deppe suggests approaching the keyboard with an 

initial arm movement. He also suggests sitting low enough to bring the forearm to 

an incline from the elbow to the wrist. William Mason was one of the first original 

thinkers in America in the area of piano technique; he wrote “Relaxed and 

Limber” which emphasizes three types of finger touch: plain legato, finger elastic, 

and clinging legato. Rudolph Breithaupt, in his major work is “The Natural Piano 

Technique,” focuses on arm movements, as well as shoulder flexibility, and 

                                     
16 Ibid. 
17 Falko Steinbach. A Compendium of Piano Technique (Verlag Edmund Bieler), 
10-14. 
18 Reginald R. Gerig. Famous Pianists and Their Technique (Indiana University Press), 
285. 
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espoused an “umbrella” hand position.19 

Like the Chopin etudes, which are considered models of the combination of 

technical exercise and work of art, Steinbach’s etudes incorporate the powerful 

idioms of today’s music to capture the spirit of our time. Like Ernst Bloch, Falko 

Steinbach constructs the music with an original idea of the contemporary spirit 

and an impact which is influential enough to be part of the musical stream. 

  

B. Innovation 

Unlike the historical treatises, which emphasize written descriptions, 

Steinbach includes many musical examples to accompany the detailed directions 

in his technique book. The etudes in “Figures” are based on technical ideas 

explored in Steinbach’s A Compendium of Piano Technique. He also invents new 

terms to better demonstrate his ideas: “Sleeping Fingers,” “Finger Throw,” 

“Finger Pluck,” “Finger Push,” “Finger Circles,” and “Vibration” of the arm and 

hand. 

In the beginning of the book, Steinbach quotes some famous pianists’ 

opinions about the importance of technical development.20    

                                     
19 Ibid., 299. 
20 Falko Steinbach. A Compendium of Piano Technique (Verlag Edmund Bieler), 8. 
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“When I began playing I did not waste a thought on technique since I just 
had this natural talent. Only much later did I realize that I should be aware 
of how I was playing.” 

Claudio Arrau 
 

“…He places his finger, wrists, elbows and shoulders at different angles 
and heights, making use of his leverage and joints as is necessary.” 

Josef Horowitz about Claudio Arrau 
 

Based on over thirty years of piano teaching and performing, Steinbach’s 

ideas and exercises are designed to help the player avoid injury. Before 

introducing the exercises, Steinbach presents the core idea behind the structure of 

the book: 

This compendium is grounded in the concept that there are two major 
complexes that need to be merged in order for good technique to exist: 

1. The Individual Complex; comprising of the player’s body and 
its possibilities (e.g., all the relevant joints and parts of body down to the 
fingers) which further creates a multitude of playing combinations, and 

2. The Objective Complex, which includes the constants of 
gravity, the keys and the possibilities of direction and positions of 
movement on the keys, as well as the playing figures found in the piano 
literature and in improvisation.21 

Steinbach organizes his book as follows: 

I. Quotations 
II. Foreword 
III. Basic Exercises 

III. 1. Sitting Position 
III. 2. Weight-Support 
III. 3. Basic Hand Position 
III. 4. Sleeping Fingers 

                                     
21 Ibid., 10. 
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IV. Finger Exercises 
IV. 1. Three-Function Exercises 
IV. 2. Four-Function Exercises 
IV. 3. Finger Throw 
IV. 4. Finger Pluck 
IV. 5. Finger Push 
IV. 6. Finger Circles 
IV. 7. Finger Knuckle Exercises 

V. Arm Exercises 
V. 1. Arm Pressure 
V. 2. Arm Pull 
V. 3. Arm Vibration 
V. 4. Clusters 
V. 5. Glissandi 
V. 6. Arm Drop 
V. 7. Arm Throw 
V. 8. Jumps 
V. 9. Arm Push 

VI. Hand Exercises 
VI. 1. Hand Vibration 

VII. Finger and Hand Exercises 
VII. 1. Parachute (Opening and Closing the Hand) 
VII. 2. Silent Finger Changes (Flexibility and Elasticity of the Hand, 

Adduction and Abduction of the Wrist) 
VIII. Finger and Arm Exercises 

VIII. 2. Lower Arm Rotations 
VIII. 3. Arm Swings 
VIII. 4. Playing Figures in Intervals 

IX. Position-Change 
IX. 1. Crossing Over/Crossing Under 
IX. 3. Arpeggios 

X. Finger Speed and Flexibility Exercises 
X. 1. Repetitions/Vibrations for the Finger, Hand and Arm 
X. 2. Trills 
X. 3. Trills in Intervals 
X. 4. Turns 
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X. 5. Chord Connections22 
 

 

C. Exercises 

The exercises emphasize the fingers and arms. Each exercise includes a Silent 

Exercise for warming up and applicable musical examples as well. The 

supplemental book provides more musical examples for playing material and 

definitions of terminology, signs and symbols.  

 

Basic Exercise: 

Steinbach begins by presenting a most basic and important element of healthy 

piano playing: using a suitable piano bench so that a pianist can achieve a good 

sitting position. The detailed information given about posture and the sitting 

position provides the framework for his Basic Exercises.  

 “The best sitting apparatus is the commonly used sturdy, upholstered and 
height-adjustable bench – in any case, not a swivel chair. It is very 
important never to be stiff as broomstick or fidgety when you are sitting. A 
stable, flexible seat that enables you to find the best position for the arms 
is optimal.”23  

Steinbach’s Weight-Support exercises require relaxation of the arms and 

shoulders. His Free Exercises serve as a warm up for this section. These are done 
                                     
22 Ibid., Table of Contents. 
23 Ibid., 16. 
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while standing without making contact with the piano or any other object. These 

exercises are designed for learning to relax and balance the entire body without 

tension, and to focus on transferring weight from the shoulders to the arms and 

fingers and back to the shoulders again. 

Steinbach’s sections Basic Hand Position and Sleeping Fingers give more 

details and examples of ways to achieve relaxation. He states that the weight must 

be in the fingertips, and the finger knuckles should be fixed to support the arm.24 

This idea of weight transfer is further discussed and emphasized in the Sleeping 

Fingers exercise (Example 1 below). The picturesque term of “sleeping fingers” 

refers to the fingers remaining passive. Usually fingers on the keyboard press 

down on the keys; however in this exercise, the instructor initially adds the 

required pressure to lower the keys while the student’s fingers simply follow the 

direction of the keys without adding any effort. The fingers are to remain in 

contact with the keyboard during these exercises, and the student is to remain 

relaxed at all times. 

Example 1: 
 
1. Position stretched fingers (except for the thumb which is 

hanging down relaxed) on arbitrary white keys without pressing them 
down. The shoulder holds the weight of the arm. 

                                     
24 Ibid., 18. 
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2. The instructor presses down each finger individually on the 
keys. When the instructor releases the finger, the key and the finger resting 
on it resume their original position, because there is no weight in the 
finger to keep the key down. All of the fingers are relaxed. 

3. Next, instead of pressing down the finger, the instructor presses 
down (a bit further towards the instrument) the key that the finger is 
resting on. Here again, when the instructor releases the key, the relaxed 
finger follows the movement of the key back up to its original position. 

4. The student slowly presses down the finger himself/herself and 
then releases, so that once again, the finger moves back up with the key. In 
the beginning, the keys should be only slightly pressed; later on, use 
progressively more pressure.25 
 

Finger Exercises: 

In this chapter, Steinbach indicates exact fingerings for each exercise. His 

Four-Function Exercise (which is an extended version of his Three-Function 

Exercise) includes lifting the fingers as high as possible, dropping them onto the 

keys without creating a sound, gently pressing the finger down on the key and 

releasing the finger so that the key returns back to it’s original position. There are 

three components to a Three-Function Exercise: “Lift,” “Drop” and “Press.” The 

Four-Function Exercise adds “Loosen” to the first three. All of this is done with 

relaxation as a critical focal point for the student. Variations of these exercises are 

provided, which introduce trilling, offer variations on how to lift and drop the 

fingers, give different finger patterns and provides legato (connected) and 

                                     
25 Ibid., 19. 
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non-legato (space between sounding notes) exercises (Example 2).  

In his Supplement, Steinbach presents all the possibilities for trill fingerings. 

He suggests that students should gradually increase speed with each exercise. 

Beginning slowly and following the author’s advice can help the student achieve 

a very even-sounding trill. 

 
Example 2: 

 
1. Lift: Without exaggerating, lift the 3rd finger as high as possible. 
2. Drop: Let the finger fall (no tone). 
3. Press: Press down the key (silently or p/pp)- now the weight of the 
arm can be transferred into the finger. 
4. Loosen: Release the finger; it should move back up with the key. 
This, of course, means that the weight shifts back to the shoulder. Practice 
the same with every finger – also, practice with no weight in the arm. 
 

Exercise: 

This Four-Function Exercise is the same as Exercise 3 above, but with 
fixed fingers:  

a) With one support finger. 
b) With two support fingers, namely: 
1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5 
2-3, 2-4, 2-5 
3-4,3-5 
4-526 
 

Finger independence and dexterity are important issues for all pianists, and 

                                     
26 Ibid., 21-22. 
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many etudes and pedagogical publications addressing various techniques 

regarding these currently exist. Steinbach offers a series of exercises with 

variations for finger independence. His terms Finger Throw, Finger Pluck, Finger 

Push, and Finger Circles convey the actions necessary to successfully execute 

each exercise. As before, Steinbach begins with a Silent Exercise, designed as a 

warm up. The terms “throw” and “pluck” relate to short or quick attacks or 

movements on the keyboard, with “push” and “circles” relating to the weight 

transfer from shoulders to fingers. “Circles” can also be associated with flexibility 

of the fingers. 

Finger Throw addresses the use of energy in the action of the finger 

movement toward the keyboard. Steinbach instructs the student to “throw” a 

finger at an arbitrary white key and release that finger from the keys as soon as 

the note has sounded, relieving the pressure necessary for a sustained tone. He 

instructs the student to avoid any pressure from the arm, keep the wrists still, and 

to repeat with every finger.  

Finger Pluck is similar to Finger Throw with respect to the energy towards 

the keys, but it is done with a shorter stroke, beginning with the finger on the key. 

The movement suggested produces a short (staccato) tone, and the instructions 
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require the finger to immediately assume the starting position after the quick 

movement. 

Steinbach offers valuable and detailed descriptions and techniques for this 

different approach to finger exercises. Put together, these exercises help the 

student address many issues related to finger independence and flexibility. 

Example 3 below provides some musical examples for Finger Circles. 

Example 3: 

27 

                                     
27 Ibid., p. 28 
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Arm Exercises: 

Steinbach views the role of the arm in playing the piano as a conduit for 

transferring the power from the entire body to the fingers. His terms Arm Pull, 

Arm Vibration, Arm Throw and Arm Push are continuations of his attempt to 

provide exercises that help create relaxation, in these cases using large motions. 

This chapter starts with Arm Pressure, which extends his previous finger 

exercises to include more use of the arms. After a Silent Exercise (which promotes 

stretching the arm and shoulder using the lid of the piano), Steinbach has the 

student press and release the keys of the instrument while shifting the weight from 

the arms. Arm Pull is similar to the previous exercise except that it utilizes the 

shoulder area. Arm Vibration requires repeated movements with fixed fingers and 

a flexible wrist, which moves in an up-and-down motion. Steinbach offers many 

instructions, including allowances for arm and wrist position changes and 

reminding the reader that relaxing or releasing the tension from the arm after 

sudden pressure is applied is extremely important. He insists that regardless of any 

motion from the wrists or arms, the fingers must maintain contact with the keys. 

Although he doesn’t formally introduce the term, Steinbach includes Arm Circles 

with Arm Vibration in one of his exercises.  
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After a short description of symbols he uses to notate the different types of 

Clusters (using only white keys, using only black keys, or mixing black and white 

keys), Steinbach begins to incorporate his exercises simultaneously using all of the 

fingers of the hand. He begins with a “mixed cluster,” where the ball of the hand 

presses the white keys underneath it and the fingers press the black keys. He 

instructs the student in a series of six exercises to depress keys at a 90 degree 

angle with arms crossed, details the position of the elbows, and even offers an 

exercise utilizing the fist on the keys.  

Glissandi are explained as usually only using the white keys with the 

fingernail. Steinbach lists one exception for using the black keys, and provides a 

diagram for the notation of a glissando. Each of the four exercises discusses the 

position of the palm, which fingers should be active, and the direction of the arms 

as the glissando is being produced. Steinbach is interested in a fluid motion each 

time, and instructs the student that although there can be a “last note” played 

separately at the end of a glissando, there must never be a sonic gap. Such a gap 

might suggest a rigid approach to the keyboard, which is inconsistent with 

Steinbach’s teaching. 

Steinbach’s Arm Drop begins with a Free Exercise designed to allow the 
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student to let the arm fall on its own. Arm Throw begins with a Free Exercise using 

the “throwing of a ball” as a reference. He states that the motion will go in two 

directions (forward and backward) and reminds the student that the wrist must 

remain flexible. Six exercises are offered with references to the Supplement.  

Jumps are exercises for large interval playing. The exercises include single 

note and chords in terms of arm circling movements. Four exercises are offered 

which combine previously discussed issues with a larger range of motion, mostly 

attained through an increase in the movement of the arms. Throughout this section, 

Steinbach reminds the student/reader to stay relaxed, add no tension and move in 

fluid motions. 

Steinbach notes that in the Arm Push exercise, each note produced will be 

short in duration (staccato) and will most commonly be used with big chords (six 

notes together).  

 

Hand Exercises / Finger and Hand Exercises: 

These two chapters of finger and hand exercises begin with a silent exercise, 

with the hand on the piano lid. Steinbach instructs the player to vibrate the hand 

from the wrist down, with the vibration originating from the upper arm. Exercises 
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are offered with options for the pianist to use either one finger or alternating 

fingers on the same note. A similar exercise uses intervals with the same options.  

Using the term “Parachute” to refer to opening and closing the hand, 

Steinbach offers explicit details on how to position the fingers and work on 

balancing the weight of the fingers while playing his exercises. In each additional 

exercise, he increases the number of notes used, going from a single note at a time 

to five-note chords in the five exercises given. Exercise 1-b and 3 introduces the 

fingering combinations of 2, 4 and 1, and 5 to train weak fingers (Example 4). 

Steinbach suggests practicing with and without the keys pressed down, and also 

playing the exercise backwards. In having the student move in both directions 

(backwards and forwards), Steinbach is promoting evenness in all of the fingers, 

and a reiteration of having the weight come from sources other than the fingers 

themselves.  
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Example 4: 

 

 

For more advanced students, Steinbach offers the Four-Note Chords exercise 

(Example 5). Steinbach requires the movements of the wrist for this exercise to be 

low-to-high, and high-to-low. In this way the student will be able to feel how 

easily and flexibly they can approach the keys of the piano. 

 

Example 5: 

 

 

The last part of this chapter is Silent Finger Changes (Flexibility and 
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Elasticity of the Hand, Adduction and Abduction of the Wrist). Students are 

instructed to depress a key with one finger, and then substitute another onto that 

key without lifting the key. The initial finger then moves to the next key, and the 

process of transferring begins again. Transferring weight from wrist to fingers, 

the exercises include various intervals to change the compass of the hand 

(Example 6).  

 

Example 6: 

28 

                                     
28 Ibid., p. 52 
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Finger and Arm Exercises: 

 Steinbach’s Finger and Arm Exercises use concepts previously discussed 

and now extends them from the finger and hand to the entire arm. The idea of Arm 

Circles is very useful for pianists; the movement of the whole arm can release the 

tension and warm up the entire upper body at the same time. His Free Exercise 

incorporates two different directions of circles, inward and outward. Steinbach 

then instructs the students to do multiple exercises with independent arm action. 

These large movements, in different directions, help develop relaxation and 

balance.  

On the keyboard, Steinbach asks that the pianist’s hand movements follow 

the arrows in the diagram to incorporate circles into the five-finger pattern 

(Example 7). All the exercises are designed for both hands playing together, 

however, the circles are in opposite directions; the coordination of circle 

movements and finger evenness are the technical goals of this exercise.  
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Example 7: 

 

 

Steinbach’s description of Lower Arm Rotations equates turning a key in a 

lock to the motion desired. He offers both a free exercise and a silent exercise. 

This “turning” movement should be applied with very little weight and with a 

slightly raised wrist in order to play faster.  

There are two kinds of swings in the chapter of Arm Swings: the upswing and 

downswing. The arm acts like a skipping rope, with the shoulder and fingers being 

the two fixed points. When incorporating the arm swing into actual playing, the 

fingertip does not lose contact with the piano key; most likely Steinbach is making 

sure that the movements introduced correspond to the actual playing of the piano 

and are not done with overly excessive movements.  

Playing Figures in Intervals combines the alternating up and down swings 

with the lower arm rotation techniques and double notes (Example 8). Steinbach 
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continues to combine previously established techniques with the new ideas 

presented. He reiterates the use of circles and vibrations with these exercises and 

suggests that students can develop their own. 

Example 8: 

 

 

 

Position-Change: 

Fingering is one of the most important aspects of piano playing. Using a 

good fingering can develop good technique and impacts musical interpretation. 

However, fingering choices are also very individual, depending on each pianist. 
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Therefore, exploring one’s own fingering technique is important. The chapter 

Crossing Over/Crossing Under offers many variations of ways to finger some of 

Steinbach’s exercises. (Example 9). 

 

Example 9: 

 

 

Steinbach presents a principle behind the crossing movement when playing 

scales; the wrist should move out when crossing under, and move in when crossing 

over. This anticipation of the wrist during the crossing motion makes it easier, and 
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Steinbach has circled the fingerings on the longer notes to alert the student of an 

opportunity to get the hand and fingers back into an untwisted position. (Example 

10).29  

Example 10: 

 

 

Finger Speed and Flexibility Exercises: 

Velocity and piano technique are absolutely inseparable. Developing velocity 

is one of the primary goals of all pianists. Unlike the traditional approach of 

playing scales and arpeggios, this chapter starts with a Repetitions exercise, which 

Steinbach suggests to train the fingers’ flexibility. Instead of practicing specific 

fast passages with a metronome, Steinbach presents ideas fundamental to the 

development of velocity, enabling a pianist to play any fast music. 

The Repetitions exercise combines an up-and-down movement of the wrist 

(wrist vibration) with the arm swing. The chapter includes multiple repetition 

                                     
29 Ibid. p.79. 
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exercises involving different fingerings and intervals (Example 11). Steinbach 

suggests that repetitions be performed lightly on the keys (using these finger 

patterns) so as to avoid using unnecessary parts of the body to produce notes (such 

as the upper arms and shoulders). 

Example 11: 
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The last technique in this book, the trill, is the most important embellishment 

found in much of the standard repertoire, especially in the Baroque and Classical 

period. Playing good trills requires the balance of fingers and weight; Steinbach 

addresses this issue in his section Trills/Trills in Intervals starting with single notes 

and then double notes in different intervals (Example 12). 
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Example 12: 
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D. Conclusion 

The main purpose of the A Compendium of Piano Technique is to help 

pianists of all levels, to provide different daily practice options and to improve the 

understanding of the body, so that the right sounds can be produced to fulfill 

artistic effect. In this way, Steinbach attempts to train pianists to think beyond 

playing the notes only. He asks rather that one tend to the details of the sound, 

which connects to both mind and body, with the long-range goal of creating a 

different focus for the pianist, and applying these skills to overcoming other 

technical obstacles.  

The purpose of this compendium is to offer you ideas for your daily 
practicing. Based on my teaching experiences, I have incorporated 
exercises that have been proven successful with students of all ages…. 
This compendium is meant to inspire you to create playing figures on your 
own, to look for them in the canon of piano literature, and to try out 
various movements…. Many of you have experienced the dilemma of 
having reached your limits technically – this is exactly the point when it 
becomes important to separate yourself from old habits and abstract ideas, 
conceptualize the problem, and then grasp the process of playing the piano 
in its entire complexity.30 

Falko Steinbach’s understanding of the difficulties in developing a healthy 

technical ability on the piano is addressed in many ways: he offers performers 

numerous exercises both with and without the piano; discusses a mind-body 

                                     
30 Ibid., 10. 
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approach to the instrument; provides many suggestions for each exercise; and 

applies simple terminology to each concept introduced. 

In closing the Foreword, Steinbach states:  
 

“Playing the piano is a complex process in which movements are 
combined with each other, lead to each other and are continually in motion. 
This is why it is so important to access all of the possibilities that both the 
keyboard and the playing apparatus have to offer. Figuring out the 
movement types illustrated in the compendium is prerequisite. In addition, 
every technique is individual; every player has a uniquely individual body, 
so each particular exercise helps one to develop one’s own technique. 
Performers who master this technique intuitively are exceptions to the 
rule.31 

                                     
31 Ibid., 14. 
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CHAPTER V  

A COMPENDIUM AND “FIGURES” - CONNECTION AND CORRELATION 

 

A. Technical Innovation 

There is little written on Falko Steinbach’s “Figures” - 17 Choreographic 

Etudes for Piano. The world premiere took place in Keller Hall at the University 

of New Mexico on December 7, 2006, and the first European performance was on 

June 24, 2007 in Cologne, Germany. It is a major work for piano; a full hour of 

music if all of the etudes are performed. The techniques necessary are all derived 

from Steinbach’s book, A Compendium of Piano Technique, which was published 

in Köln in 2007. 

At the world premiere, Falko Steinbach stated that: 

    These etudes are particularly important because they reflect my 
understanding of philosophical and musical ideas for playing the piano. 
They encapsulate the unique and artistic possibilities of sound for the 
instrument. The concept for these etudes lies in the synaesthetic 
connection between movement and sound. It is my opinion, that sound 
can be seen and body movement can be heard. The quest for a balance 
between the rational and irrational turns the etudes into a synaesthetic 
mirror image of the human-philosophical quest for the equilibrium of 
mind and body, idea and realization, fantasy and reality.32 

                                     
32 
 Falko Steinbach. “Figures”- 17 Choreographic Etudes for Piano, Solo-Lecture. University of 
New Mexico, Keller Hall. December 9, 2006. 
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The score itself of “Figures” does not reveal the concept of the 

connection between movement and sound which Steinbach articulated in 

his statement. It is only in his book, A Compendium of Piano Technique, 

that Falko Steinbach offers a discussion of his philosophy of technique as 

well as significant instruction facilitating the performance of the etudes, 

indicating all movements and exercises.  

In Steinbach’s “Figures,” the synesthetic correlation between movement and 

sound is the central compositional concept. Steinbach creatively combines 

compositional ideas with special technical possibilities for the piano and the 

keyboard in a symbiotic way. 

    The term “figure,” figura in Latin, means form, image, or drawing. In dance 

or ballet a “figure” represents a series of steps, which is why, in Germany, corps 

de ballet dancers are also referred to as “Figuranten” (ones who make figures). In 

music, the use of the term “figure” refers to a group of tones that belong 

together.33 

    The choreographic aspect of “Figures” is related to the work of several 

theorists, including Ernst Bloch, Adolf Hoelzel, and Edwin Gordon. Adolf 

                                     
33 Ibid. 
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Hoelzel developed a comprehensive study of color and composition, which was to 

become the basis for the teachings of the Bauhaus movement.34 He theorized that 

similar to the study of counterpoint and harmony in music, painting also 

encompasses specific studies in every kind of contrast and ways of finding 

balance. In “Figures,” Falko Steinbach extends this philosophy of the quest for 

balance by beginning with the way a pianist’s seated position affects the way 

he/she plays and how a variety of movements can generate different varieties of 

sound.  

  All the musical terms in Steinbach’s score are in German. His first etude is 

based on the concept of the arrangement of two blocks consisting of three black 

keys and two black keys as indicated in a typical Chopinesque hand position with 

the 2nd, 3rd and 4th fingers forming the most natural rounded hand position on the 

keyboard, with the different lengths of the fingers taken into consideration.35 In A 

Compendium of Piano Technique, Steinbach presents the concept of “Basic Hand 

Position” and “Sleeping Fingers”. He gives the following instructions:  

III.3. Basic Hand Position:  
Practice this exercise with a relaxed thumb. Silently press arbitrary white 
keys with the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th finger stretched out as a continuation of 
the keys. The wrist should be hanging low. The elbow also hangs. The 

                                     
34 http://ask23.hfbk-hamburg.de/draft/archiv/ml_publikationen/mlkt_h-a_95_de_en.html 
35 Reginald R. Gerig. Famous Pianists and Their Technique (Indiana University Press), 165. 
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hand should not tip to the outside. 
III.4. Sleeping Fingers: 
Position stretched fingers on arbitrary white keys without pressing them 
down. The shoulder holds the weight of the arm. The instructor presses 
down each finger individually on the keys. When the instructor releases 
the finger, the key and the finger resting on it resume their original 
position, because there is no weight in the finger to keep the key down. All 
of the fingers are relaxed.36   

 

In the first exercise, Steinbach explores the concept of the weight of the arm 

being the primary force behind the depression of the key. In the second exercise, 

Steinbach explores the concept of relaxing all of the fingers as well as focusing on 

the relaxed automatic rebound of each finger after use. Steinbach’s premise is that 

the combination of these two concepts is the key to what many teachers describe 

as weight transfer technique, which is used to create a consistent tone quality from 

note to note.  

The initial tempo marking of the first etude langsam, frei (slow and free), 

begins in an unusual time signature of 35/4 and the dynamic marking of pp. The 

right hand plays the melody accompanied by silent clusters in the left hand. 

Steinbach provides a specific fingering for the right hand melody (Example 13). 

The fingering ensures the proper hand position on the keyboard, which is the 

                                     
36 Falko Steinbach. A Compendium of Piano Technique (Verlag Edmund Bieler, 2007), 18-19. 
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five-finger pattern played from E incorporating the three black keys outlining the 

Lydian mode beginning on E (E-F sharp-G sharp-A sharp-B). The mirror image is 

also applied here; Steinbach arranges mirror points in the left hand retrograde 

melody (Example 14). 

Example 13: Etüde 1, measure 1. 

 

 

Example 14: Etüde 1, mm. 12-13 

 

 

The fingers deliberately follow the notes of different hand positions with 

white and black key combinations. The fingerings are from Steinbach’s piano 

technique book; he designs and offers different combinations of fingerings 

(Example 15).  
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Example 15: From A Compendium p. 22 

This Four-Function Exercise is the same as Exercise 3 above, but with fixed fingers: a) 
With one support finger. 
b) With two support fingers, namely: 

1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5 
2-3, 2-4, 2-5 
3-4,3-5 
4-537 

 

The 20 possible two-finger combinations appear before and after. For 

example, the combination of fingerings 1-2 will later appear reversed as 2-1, 2-3 

as 3-2, etc. The opening phrase of the first etude illustrates this idea. Providing 

greater control, this fingering rule avoids the 1-3-1 back and forth motion within 

the hand. In the middle section, Steinbach writes a passage of dissonant chords 

followed by an improvisational theme while combining complex rhythms to 

create unique sounds. Unlike composers who present the performer with 

impossible physical demands, this passage lies well under the hand and can be 

executed without tension (Example 16, 17). 

 

 

 

                                     
37 Ibid., p. 22. 
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Example 16: Etüde 1, mm. 14-19 

 

 

Example 17: Etüde 1, mm. 22-23 

 

 

The mood created by the etude is hypnotic, captivating the listener with its 

gentle undulation. To execute this etude properly, it is necessary for the pianist to 

first achieve a sense of the physical balance of the hand and secondly to be able to 

utilize the fluid fingering. Both efforts require a balance of control and relaxation 

which is the goal of the exercises presented in the A Compendium of Piano 
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Technique. It is only in this manner that the pianist can achieve the sounds 

necessary to communicate the sense of timeless space that permeates this work, 

and only a pianist with complete control of the total palette of the keyboard can 

inflect the phrases with enough variety to hold the listener’s attention. 

The recording of Steinbach’s performance reveals what he has in mind; he 

demonstrates an extraordinary control of sound in all musical situations. In both 

the opening phrase and main theme, accompanied by clusters, repeated notes, and 

dissonant chords, Steinbach gives a different tone color and character to each 

phrase. He creates clusters with ringing overtones, and executes repeated notes 

with an absolutely consistent evenness of weight. The complex rhythms of the 

aforementioned middle section are executed with ease.  

The second etude, mässig schnell (medium tempo), is composed of various 

intervallic combinations, and involves the technique of “Arm Swings” and “Hand 

Contract” to achieve “Active Fingers.” The music starts with small intervals; 

Steinbach gradually increases their size, which stretches the fingers (Example 18). 

Steinbach is challenging the performer to maintain an even sound and weight in 

playing these changing intervals while using alternating swings. He marks the 

music at pp (pianissimo), which adds another level of difficulty. 
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Example 18: Etüde 2, mm. 1-4 

 

 

The third etude, schnell (fast), and the fourth etude, langsam (slow), 

emphasize “Arm Vibration” and chord repetitions. In the third etude, Steinbach 

frequently changes meters throughout the piece (Example 19). He also creates an 

intense harmonic texture as a contrast to the simple motive, which can be heard 

within all the fast repeated notes and chords. The thematic motive of this etude is 

almost always found in a middle voice, with harmonies created by the notes both 

above and below the theme. This voicing requires that the pianist pay particular 

attention to where the weight is placed on the keys so as to make sure the melody 

dominates. Many dissonant chords are offered throughout the work. Steinbach’s 

“Arm Vibration” technique is highlighted here; the up motion of the “Arm 

Vibration” facilitates the subsequent “Arm Swing” movements until measure 22. 
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This allows the hands to move weight to the inside of each hand playing the 

melody.  

 

Example 19: Etüde 3, mm. 36-40 

 

 

The fourth etude, langsam (slow), emphasizes single note repetition. 

Steinbach uses a wide dynamic range throughout the etude, and steadily speeds up 

the frequency of these repeated notes through rhythmic and tempo alterations.  

The fifth etude, schnell (fast), features both Finger Pull and Finger Push 

motions. In this etude, the articulations are indicated through use of sixteenth rests 

(Example 20). The etude is designed so that the performer keeps his/her hands in 

one position over the keyboard while using the Finger Pull and Finger Push 

techniques. Steinbach achieves this by having long tones continually sounding, 

usually from the outside fingers (ring finger and little finger), while the other 

fingers play a steady succession of notes, creating a scherzando-like effect. 
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Example 20: Etüde 5, mm. 7-10 

 

 

The sixth etude, frei (free), focuses on the Arm Push and uses various 

glissandi in this short piece. The glissandi represent both the theme and motive of 

the etude. The layout of this work is notated in three staves, and the glissandi 

cover a range of four octaves. The performer can concentrate on the Arm Push 

technique since so much of the sound of this piece (glissandi) is created through 

the motion of the arms, rather than the movement of the fingers. The pianist, 

while creating a larger range of notes, is actually producing these tones in an easy 

fashion; the use of the entire arm in a free-flowing motion is more efficient that 

just using fingers. Potentially, the instrument will sound louder with the larger 

range of motion exhibited by the pianist. Steinbach also adds plenty of space in 

the music. The slow tempo and periods of silence or sustained tones allows the 
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performer plenty of opportunity to concentrate on the movement of the arms 

(Example 21). 

Example 21: Etüde 6, m. 1-4 

 

 

The seventh etude, mässig schnell (medium tempo), is presented in another 

three-stave layout. This etude features syncopation, large jumps, irregular and 

compound rhythms, and many instances of hand crossing. Reading this work 

presents a challenging task because of the difficult rhythmic writing spread over 

three staves. The melody moves between all three staves as well, which adds an 
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additional level of difficulty to this etude (Example 22). Steinbach’s technique 

Jumps is utilized in this etude, as the music contains many large intervals. 

Steinbach uses three staves in part because of these large movements, with most 

of this activity being realized by the right hand. This technique requires the 

fingers to remain in a fixed position while the arms are relaxed. 

 

Example 22: Etüde 7, mm. 3-6 

    

The eighth etude, mässig schnell (medium tempo), requires Arm Circles 

combined with Active Fingers. Borrowing the concept of the Chopinesque hand 

position, which is discussed in the beginning of the chapter, Steinbach gives 

fingerings for the right hand in different melodic motives but continues the same 
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fingering pattern (Example 23). The intervallic content and writing style are very 

similar to Etude 1, where he uses mirror image and retrograde as compositional 

techniques. However, this etude uses a thicker texture with more complex 

melodic and rhythmic writing than the first etude. He uses both arpeggios and 

chromatic patterns in the same motive, which employ both arm circles and active 

fingers in the same passage. Because the harmonic lines are more active and the 

piece is of a faster tempo, this etude comes across as more dissonant than the first 

etude. 

 

Example 23: Etüde 8, mm. 1-4 

 

 

Etudes nine, langsam (slow), ten, mässig schnell (medium slow), and 

eleven, nicht zu schnell, stetig im Tempo (not too slow, steadily in the tempo), 
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involve Arm Weight movements in a variety of intervals and chords. Etude nine 

has the slowest harmonic rhythm of all of the etudes. Steinbach allows for a lot of 

space between many of the chords, where the performer is instructed to pluck the 

strings of the piano in a “free tempo” manner. Etudes ten and eleven are very 

similar in texture and style. Steinbach notates “turns” (ornaments) throughout 

etude ten, with some utilizing unusual intervals within the five- and six-note 

patterns. Toward the end he has the performer play “5 against 4” rhythmic 

patterns while emphasizing different parts of the beat in each hand (through 

notated accents); this is an advanced technique demonstrating Arm Weight while 

the fingers are busy with this complicated rhythm. Etude eleven continues with 

complicated cross rhythms (3 against 2), but this time Steinbach uses two extra 

voices in the texture (etude ten used single notes for each hand in the cross 

rhythmic sections). 

From his twelfth etude schnell (fast) onward, Steinbach’s use of 

Twentieth-Century compositional techniques becomes very apparent. The twelfth 

etude contains alternating chords and clusters, sometimes involving the whole 

arm, including Unterarm (the lower arm), and Handballen (the palm of the hand). 

Steinbach adds four short moments of silence (twice where the entire bar is a 
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rest). Perhaps this is to help accentuate, through dynamic extremes, the heavy 

clusters created by the various parts of the arms. The alternating of the arms, 

palms, and fingers is very challenging in this etude (Example 24). 

 

Example 24: Etüde 12, mm. 21-22 

 

 

The thirteenth etude, frei im Tempo (freely in tempo), again focuses on 

avant-garde playing techniques and arm weight exercises. The music starts with 

long, contrary motion glissandos for both hands (Example 25). Then Steinbach 

asks the performer to use the fingernail on the strings inside of the piano, to 

silently press down on chords, and to knock on the bottom of the piano frame 

itself; these actions create haunting sound effects using overtones.  
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Example 25: Etüde 13, mm. 1-7 

 

 

The fourteenth etude, nicht zu schell (not too fast), is related to the ninth 

chapter of A Compendium, which focuses on the crossing over of the hand and 

crossing under of the thumb when playing scales and arpeggios. The melodic line 

is presented in a jazz-like syncopated fashion, while combining the thumb motion 

with the crossing over motion (Example 26). At the end of the etude, the contrary 

motion quasi-chromatic scale offers a mirror image (Example 27). 
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Example 26: Etüde 14, mm. 1-2 

   

 

 

    Example 27: Etüde 14, mm. 46-47 

 

 

The fifteenth etude, langsam (slow), is especially advantageous for 

reinforcing the technique of opening and closing the hands as well as using “silent 

finger” changes. The harmonies in the music are rich, and include diminished, 
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augmented, and parallel intervals. The substitute fingerings are the main focus for 

the fingers (Example 28). 

 

   Example 28: Etüde 15, mm. 14-17 

 

 

Like the sixth and seventh etudes, the sixteenth etude, mässig schnell 

(medium tempo), has three staves. The idea of this layout is different than the 

other earlier etudes. The three different staves help separate the voicing of the 

piece. Each voice contains similar elements at different times, including a simple 

theme, chords, triplets, and sextuplets. Consistent throughout is the etude’s 

motive, a triplet sixteenth note pattern found in all three staves at some point in 

the work. The pattern of this motive most often involves the repetition of the first 
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three notes to create the six-note pattern. Steinbach’s Finger Circles technique is 

to be applied here (Example 29). 

 

   Example 29: Etüde 16, mm. 15-16 

 

 

The seventeenth etude, mässig schnell (medium tempo), is clearly the grand 

finale of this set of etudes. The music recalls all the technical aspects, but deals 

primarily with trills and arm rotations. At the end of the etude, the opening of the 

first etude reappears and concludes the set. 

In all of these etudes, Falko Steinbach has composed works that utilize 

many of the techniques he has adopted in his A Compendium. While this analysis 

is primarily focused on discussing Steinbach’s techniques, these etudes are 

certainly artistic in their own right. He creates interesting musical effects and 

offers the performer and listener unique motives and a diverse look into the 
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possibilities of different sounds from the piano. In his foreword, Günther Noll 

states: 

In the same way it is important to consciously realize the connection 
between sound and motion as the central aim for practicing the ‘Figures,’ 
namely that each acoustic sound transfiguration, thus transformed, remain 
aesthetically congruent to a visual form of motion-and vice versa……in 
analogy to its use in other arts: comparable to a dancer’s sequences of 
motion and how they are summarized in a choreography, where the 
musical playing figures of a composition follow the same principle. In this 
way each sound has to be understood as a ‘choreographic sound,’ ideally 
when the mixture of horizontal and vertical levels become an amalgam of 
a multidimensional sound, This makes us understand the term 
‘choreographic etudes.38 

 

B. Notational Considerations 

Steinbach uses Twentieth-Century playing techniques in his music such as 

plucking strings, using percussive sounds and utilizing overtones on the piano. In 

the index, Steinbach lists symbols and their meanings (Example 30). 

 

 

 

 

                                     
38 Falko Steinbach. “Figures”- 17 Choreographic Etudes for Piano (Verlag Edmund 
Bieler, 2007), VII. 
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Example 30: 
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Translation of Example 18: 

knock on the bottom of frame 
slowly regular pulsating notes 
white key 
glissando on black keys 
glissando on white keys 
glissando on white and black keys with 1st and 2nd fingers of one hand 
glissando with the fingernail on the keys without sound  
cluster- black/white or mixed depending on individual cases 
mutely press keys/or in the strings plucked tone (explained in detail in the score) 
glissando on the strings in the piano with fingertips or fingernails (explained in detail 
in the score)39 

 

C. Musical Elements 

Steinbach’s principal musical elements include bi-tonality, atonality, 

noises, clusters, and glissandi. Mirror imaging is a significant compositional 

tool used in terms of intervallic content; in the process, Steinbach has made a 

special effort to find comfortable hand positions among the keys. Using mirror 

image as both a compositional and technical (Arm Swing) device allows 

Steinbach to utilize a common musical element in promoting one of his 

physical movements. 

Are Falko Steinbach’s etudes meant to be musical gems in the realm of 

Chopin? Probably not. Steinbach set out to explore various technical aspects 

                                     
39 Translation by the author. 
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of playing the piano, and thus composed his etudes to fit the parameters of the 

exercises laid out in A Compendium. Certainly musical elements exist in each 

etude, and the performer can likely add their own musical touch to each work. 

But the main focus of each etude is based on and around the exercises, not 

necessarily musical themes or forms. Steinbach’s etudes are meant more for 

preparing the pianist to approach other traditional etudes correctly by instilling 

healthy technical habits and concepts toward the instrument itself.  
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CHAPTER VI  

CONCLUSION 

 

What is technique for a pianist? And how do etudes generally try to help 

pianists develop it?  

Throughout the history of piano pedagogy, etudes have played a major role 

in the development of a performer’s technique using various compositional 

devices, finger patterns, intervallic challenges and tempo goals. Teachers are able 

to select from an array of material that they deem important in addressing a 

student’s weaknesses in their physical ability to produce proper notes on the 

piano.  

Falko Steinbach sets out to instruct pianists how to properly produce these 

notes through his written words, exercises and etudes. His A Compendium 

addresses both simple, basic issues along with complicated, advanced concepts. 

Discussion ranging from the type of seat a pianist uses to Twentieth-Century 

performance techniques illustrates this range of information. Steinbach is careful 

and thorough in his approach; using a technique book that has a collection of 

etudes designed around it, he is able to reiterate lessons learned from each. In this 

innovative pairing of volumes, Steinbach realizes his approach to technique 
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through the music itself. This is quite different from most traditional approaches.  

Steinbach goes beyond the physical and introduces the idea of meditation as 

part of the overall process of developing technique. He believes that “mental 

learning” is underused in the development of a pianist’s technique. Using terms 

and concepts like “moving fingers,” he encourages the player to use his/her 

imagination as a way to connect brain to body. His philosophy of taking a thought, 

shifting it to a general movement, and then shifting that to an action on the piano 

itself, is reflected in the numerous suggestions he makes for natural body 

movements to be converted to exercises as well as his etudes. This application of 

natural thoughts and actions to the instrument in a healthy manner, while 

developing technique, makes Steinbach’s approach quite unique. 

Steinbach’s approach of mind-body-instrument collaboration goes even 

further with his attention to the resulting sounds created by different motions. His 

use of a term like “arm vibration,” when referring to a staccato (short) note, is just 

one example of his unique way of describing the proper sound from the 

instrument. His narration of body movements and how those movements affect 

the sounds they produce are practical and informative.  

Most importantly, Steinbach shows great concern for the health of the 
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pianist’s body. Throughout A Compendium, he offers exercises, advice and 

suggestions for a natural, fluid, tension-free approach in all movements associated 

with performing on the piano. His exercises, commentary and etudes give pianists 

innovative, wholesome options for approaching the instrument. 

In the foreword to Figuren, Dr. Noll captures the spirit of the complementary 

efforts of Steinbach the pedagogue and Steinbach the composer: 

 
“…despite all his rational and calculated structures and insights, Falko 
Steinbach does not neglect musical imagination, spontaneous ideas, the 
unpredictable moment, associative incalculable elements as central driving 
forces in the composition of his etudes. His search for balance between 
rational and irrational forces, that which makes as artistic opus excel, 
molds it into the synaesthetic reflection of a human and philosophical 
search for an equilibrium between spirit and body, imagination and 
realization, fantasy and reality.40 

Steinbach's "Figures - 17 Choreographic Etudes for Piano" are a logical 

outgrowth of his philosophy of what technique is. These etudes are not just for 

playing the right notes or reaching a fast tempo. In Steinbach’s point of view, 

technique in this set of etudes is both physiological and psychological learning 

disciplines designed to create healthy performance habits. Applying all of these 

possible motions with a flexible body when playing the piano is the overall goal, 

                                     
40 Falko Steinbach. “Figures”- 17 Choreographic Etudes for Piano (Verlag Edmund Bieler, 2007), 

IX. 
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and in doing so, the physical gesture becomes the artistic gesture. Just as a 

choreographer equates movement with artistic content, so does Steinbach in these 

pieces, which are a unique contribution to the etude genre.  
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